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Final Exam S3
Computer Architecture

Duration: 1 hr 30 min
Write answers only on the answer sheet.

Exercise     1 (4 points)
Complete the table shown on the  answer sheet. Write down the new values of the registers (except the
PC) and memory that are modified by the instructions. Use the hexadecimal representation. Memory
and registers are reset to their initial values for each instruction.

Initial values: D0 = $12340007  A0 = $00005000  PC = $00006000

D1 = $FFFFFFEF  A1 = $00005008
D2 = $0000FFFD  A2 = $00005010

$005000  54 AF 18 B9 E7 21 48 C0
$005008  C9 10 11 C8 D4 36 1F 88
$005010  13 79 01 80 42 1A 2D 49

Exercise     2 (3 points)
Complete the table shown on the answer sheet. Determine the missing number for each addition in order
to match the given flags (use the hexadecimal representation). If multiple answers are possible, choose
the smallest one.

Exercise     3 (4 points)
Let us consider the following program. Complete the table shown on the answer sheet.

Main        move.l  #$8421,d7

next1       moveq.l #1,d1
            cmpi.l  #$525,d7
            bgt     next2
            moveq.l #2,d1

next2       clr.l   d2
            move.l  #$11112222,d0
loop2       addq.l  #1,d2
            subq.b  #1,d0
            bne     loop2

next3       clr.l   d3
            move.b  #$05,d0
loop3       addq.l  #1,d3
            dbra    d0,loop3      ; DBRA = DBF

next4       clr.l   d4
            move.w  #10,d0
loop4       addq.l  #1,d4
            dbra    d0,loop4      ; DBRA = DBF
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Exercise     4 (9 points)
In this exercise, you should write three subroutines that copy some bytes from a memory location to an-
other memory location. None of the data and address registers should be modified when the subrou-
tine returns. Each of the subroutines has the following inputs:
Inputs: A1.L points to the source memory location.

A2.L points to the destination memory location.
D0.L holds the number of bytes to copy (unsigned integer).

Each subroutine can be written independently.

1. Write the CopyInc subroutine that copies data by starting with the first byte and that increments the
addresses (see the example below). We assume that when CopyInc is called:
• The D0 register is not null.

• The A1 and A2 registers are not equal.

2. Write the CopyDec subroutine that copies data by starting with the last byte and that decrements the
addresses (see example below). We assume that when CopyDec is called:
• The D0 register is not null.

• The A1 and A2 registers are not equal.

3. Write the Copy subroutine that calls CopyInc if the destination address is smaller than the source ad-
dress or that calls  CopyDec if the destination address is greater than the source address. We assume
that when Copy is called:
• The D0 register can be null. If so, no bytes are copied.

• The A1 and A2 registers can be equal. If so, no bytes are copied.

Example for A1 = $1000, A2 = $2000 and D0 = 3.

CopyInc : ($1000) → ($2000) CopyDec : ($1002) → ($2002)

($1001) → ($2001) ($1001) → ($2001)

($1002) → ($2002) ($1000) → ($2000)
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